terest account! The possibilities are
endless. Then have students justify
their choices in a meaningful reflection. It will provide you with more
insight into their habits as a student
and teach them that they need to be
reflective learners—all in the summer
when they could probably use a break
from that Keeping Up with the Kardashians marathon on E!
Finally, before this school year
ends, tell your students what you
plan to read over the summer. Show
them that you partake in summer
reading, too. I have a board in my
room that looks like a Redbox kiosk, and I place whatever book I’m
“returning” in the return slot, and I
“check out” another book. Students
ask me constantly to borrow the book
that I “returned.” I also ask my media
specialist to print out a list of the top
25 most checked-out books. This is a
great way to know what students are
gravitating toward. Also find out what
books have a waitlist. And of course,
ask students for recommendations. I
periodically request that students, as
an exit slip, recommend three books
to me and drop their ideas at my door
as they leave. Some students can only
recommend one, some can’t recommend any, but many cannot wait

I

f we instill the love of
reading in our students,
and let them see that we
value it year-round, we
might find them willing,
even eager, to spend part of
next summer reading.

to tell me what they read. I know
I always gather many of my “must
reads” this way. Feature these recommendations in your classroom somewhere, and read them yourself, if you
can. Do your students have a favorite
young adult author? Check out his
or her website or blog. These authors
often have a list of recommendations
for your students for what to read
next. Readers are selfish, too. We love
series because we hate to leave behind a beloved character, so I love to
recommend new series to my students
to get them hooked.
I like to organize the gigantic bookshelves in my classroom as though
my students are shopping at Barnes
and Noble, complete with silly labels
for sections of recommended books.
And all of my students know what

I am reading this summer because
my faux Redbox kiosk has the books
listed with their categories. Even
though my school currently only lists
suggestions for students to read for
summer reading, I have my students
compile their own personal list of two
books they want to read this summer.
As Principal Duvall said sardonically at the end of Mean Girls, “I just
want to say that you are all winners.
And I couldn’t be happier the school
year is ending . . . .” Well, ours is just
beginning, but if we instill the love of
reading in our students, and let them
see that we value it year-round, we
might find them willing, even eager,
to spend part of next summer reading, especially if they are armed with
recommendations from throughout
the year that we just couldn’t get
around to because of time commitments. Start now! Next summer is
closer than you think. ●
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Beers, K. (2005). Choosing not to read:
Understanding why some middle
schoolers just say no. Retrieved from
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Summertime, and the Reading Is (Not Always) Easy:
How Do Teachers Approach Summer Reading?
Mark Letcher, Purdue University, Calumet, with Alicia Lacy, Shelly Unsicker-Durham, Kimberly Murray, Jason Stephenson, and
Karen Workun

A

s English teachers, we all
want our students to become
readers. This means they need
to be readers beyond the physical and
temporal limits of our schools. Summer, traditionally viewed as a time of
relaxation and respite from schooling,
can become a period when students
explore new reading worlds and exercise their own choices when selecting
books to read. Although teachers are
not present with their students while

on summer trips to the beach, mountains, or simply enjoying a quiet hour
on the couch at home, they can suggest particular titles to their students
and create expectations for their reading.
More often than not, summer reading is structured to provide students
with titles that they might not discover on their own, and that can provide
a challenging, yet engaging reading
experience. In many cases, teachers

then ask students to complete activities related to their summer reading, either during the summer itself,
or once the new school year begins
in the fall. The purpose of summer
reading is primarily to foster a love of
reading in our students, but another
major objective is to combat the “summer slide,” a phenomenon familiar to
all teachers. Research indicates that
students who read over the summer
gain reading skills, while those who
August 2013
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do not can lose up to two months of
what was learned in school.
Alexander, Entwistle, and Olson
(2007) state that most of this slide
occurs among low-income students,
resulting in huge achievement gaps
over the years—so much so that by
ninth grade, the cumulative effect of
summer learning loss during the elementary school years can account for
up to two-thirds of the achievement
gap between lower-income students
and their more affluent peers. Allington, McGill-Frazen, Camilli, Williams,
Graff, Zeig, Zmach, & Nowak (2010)
found that providing easy and continuous access to self-selected summer
reading books is an effective strategy
for addressing the summer slide and
the related achievement gap. More
broadly, a study by Dominican University’s Graduate School of Library
and Information Science (2010) indicated that students who participated
in public library summer reading
programs performed higher on reading achievement tests than those
students who did not participate, and
they became more motivated and confident readers. The benefits of summer reading are evident, and teachers
would much prefer their students to
become year-round readers, rather
than only readers while school is in
session.
In the vignettes that follow, four
teacher colleagues offer glimpses into
how they handle summer reading
assignments and how that summer
reading fits, or perhaps does not,
within the structure of the following
school year. These teachers at the
middle school and high school levels,
with a wide range of school contexts
and teaching experiences, discuss
how summer reading is approached
at their school sites. We hope these
pieces help you and your faculty consider more closely during this school
year what your own goals might be
for next summer’s student reading
and investigate how you can help
your students engage with books,
read for pleasure, and become more
effective and successful readers before
next fall’s school year.
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Summer Reading at Central
Junior High (Moore, Oklahoma)
Alicia Lacy and Shelly UnsickerDurham, 8th-grade English teachers
While many schools in Moore require
summer reading only for pre-AP and
AP students, Central Junior High
embraces a schoolwide assignment,
directing all incoming seventh and
eighth graders to read at least two
books over the summer. Because our
curriculum includes The Giver by
Lois Lowry and the concept of utopia,
we ask incoming eighth graders to
read at least one dystopian novel.
With flexibility, we offer a short list
of suggested titles to accommodate
various reading levels, including
series such as Jeanne DuPrau’s City
of Ember, Scott Westerfeld’s Uglies,
Suzanne Collins’s Hunger Games,
Neal Shusterman’s Unwind, and Allie
Condie’s Matched.
We also ask students to read a
second book for pleasure, which we’ve
dubbed “BFP” (book for pleasure),
emphasizing the importance of finding a book they like. For the most
part, we have steered them toward
fictional novels, largely because this
promotes the possibility for positive
reading experiences in which students become “lost” in books, as
described by Nancie Atwell in The
Reading Zone: How to Help Kids
Become Skilled, Passionate, Habitual, Critical Readers (2007). This
kind of reading fosters fluency and
increases comprehension, bridging
the continuum between aesthetic and
efferent stances in reading, which
Louise Rosenblatt identified as a key
component of transactional theory in
Making Meaning with Texts: Selected
Essays (2005). Along with freedom
of choice for their second novel, we
provide a list of suggested titles—a
continuously growing compilation of
works recommended by teachers and
students over the years.
At the beginning of the school
year, we allow approximately three
weeks for students to finish reading the two required books, advising
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them that both novels count toward
the required reading of 30 books—15
per semester, representing a variety
of genres. Thus, those who actually
read over the summer feel rewarded
with a head start (and bonus points),
and those who did not read welcome
a second chance to succeed. Our
eighth-grade language arts team asks
students to turn in a rough draft of a
letter to the author of their dystopian
novel. We take this letter through
the writing process in class, revising,
editing, and ultimately publishing by
researching addresses and submitting—either via email or snail mail to
their publishers. And students receive
bonus points if their authors write
back! Furthermore, students create
posters for their second novels, much
like movie posters, which are hung
in the hallways, catching much attention from passersby and providing
the backdrop for a gallery tour during
which they note at least 10 interesting titles they might choose to read
for pleasure. Since Common Core
stresses literary nonfiction, a future
addendum for consideration to our
summer reading program involves
selecting, reading, and writing in
response to an article of their choice.
Linking the summer reading assignments to their dystopian unit, Lacy
and Unsicker-Durham allow students
to delve more deeply into a genre and
start to make reading con-nections
before the school year even begins. The
element of student choice is still a
strong element for them, as it is for
Kimberly Murray, of Garland, TX.

Summer Reading at
the Classical Center at
Brandenburg Middle School
(Garland, Texas)
Kimberly Murray, 6th- & 7th-grade
English teacher
I have only recently assigned summer
reading with specific choices in mind.
One book is assigned per the districtapproved reading list. My incoming
students are required to read this
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novel and complete annotations,
chapter summaries, and an analytical
essay of theme, as well as a supplemental project that varies according
to the novel. I have an additional list
for kids who are eager to read that
is comprised of novels I have enjoyed
as well as those that are trending in
the major chains (like Amazon and
Barnes & Noble).
With the spring book fairs happening at the school, I also take into
account what I can find there. Of
course, my students lead me to a good
majority of my list choices. They complete literary peer letters throughout
the year, and each class creates a
“Top Ten List” that is also viewed
and added to the top of our master
list. I cross-reference these titles
with possible parental issues according to a number of sources. However,
kids are the best salespeople when it
comes to young adult literature, and
they rarely disappoint when they are
asked what they think because, as we
all know, they will tell you!
Murray draws on her own reading
territories (to borrow Nancie Atwell’s
term), as well as recommendations
from her students to offer suggestions for summer reading. These three
middle school teachers recognize the
value of summer reading without
completely discounting the power of
student choice. As we move to a high
school example, Jason Stephenson
relates how summer reading can
become problematic when its purposes
are mixed.

Summer Reading (or Lack
Thereof) at Deer Creek High
School (Edmond, Oklahoma)
Jason Stephenson, pre-AP English II
and Creative Writing teacher
In six years of teaching pre-AP English II, this is the first year I haven’t
assigned summer reading to my
students. In the past, since our curriculum focuses on multicultural
literature, I have offered choices
among titles such as Earnest Gaines’s
A Lesson Before Dying, Sherman

Alexie’s The Absolutely True Diary
of a Part-Time Indian, and Patricia
McCormick’s Sold. If students wanted
to read a multicultural novel not on
the list, they emailed me the title and
I approved it, but very few chose that
option. Students completed a reading log before, during, and after their
reading of the novel and emailed the
log to me at the end of July.
The mad dash to read and grade
all the logs then commenced. Our
high school is now so large that I
don’t even teach all the pre-AP English II classes, and yet I graded all
the assignments, for better or for
worse. I passed the grades along to
the other teacher once the school year
started. Students who did not complete the summer reading assignment
were removed from pre-AP English
II and placed in regular English II.
In August 2011, of the 140 potential
students, approximately 120 of them
completed the assignment, about
86%.
The purpose of the summer reading assignment was a gatekeeper.
It was open to the students who
worked to enter the pre-AP class and
screened out the students who did
not complete the work. We did nothing else with the summer assignment
in 2011, although in 2010, I assigned
The Joy Luck Club as summer reading, and students adapted (with a
partner) a chapter of the novel into
a short play during the first week of
school.
My two colleagues who taught AP
English Language and AP English
Literature discontinued their summer
reading assignments a few years ago

Kids are the best sales-

people when it comes to
young adult literature,
and they rarely disappoint
when they are asked what
they think because . . . they
will tell you!

to encourage more students to enroll
in their classes. I resisted at first, but
I finally caved this school year. As a
result, 100% of the students who enrolled in pre-AP English II remained
in it. This creates a more inclusive
pre-AP and AP program; however,
I have noticed this school year that
some of my students have struggled
more than in the past, and I wonder
if the lack of the summer assignment
is related.
Sadly, the gatekeeping function of
Deer Creek’s summer reading ultimately led to its end. Even a dedicated
teacher such as Stephenson cannot
carry on a summer reading program
without support from colleagues.
While the enrollment in the pre-AP
and AP classes benefits from this
move, the reading engagement and
performance of students in those
classes may suffer. In the following
case of Karen Workun, summer reading is also tied to her school’s AP
program, but she has the freedom to
structure the program as she sees fit.
Her approach offers a strong balance
between offering engaging and challenging books to her students and
ensuring that they are ready to begin
discussing books the moment they
return to school.

Summer Reading at Millbrook
High School (Raleigh, North
Carolina)
Karen Workun, 11th-grade English
teacher
I teach AP English Language and
Composition at a large high school
with a student body of approximately
2700 students. As the lone AP English
Language teacher, I have the freedom to choose the texts my upcoming
students will read for their summer
assignment. I take great care in
deciding which texts to offer, and my
summer reading list has changed all
four years I have taught the course.
This summer I am offering four
selections to students, and they must
select one. These offerings are the
following:
August 2013
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• The Immortal Life of Henrietta
Lacks by Rebecca Skloot
• Fast Food Nation by Eric Schlosser
• Half the Sky: Turning Oppression
into Opportunity for Women
Worldwide by Nicholas D.
Kristof and Sheryl WuDunn
• Columbine by Dave Cullen

Students are assigned to fully read
and annotate the text. They must
arrive on the first day of school with
book in hand, ready to discuss. On the
first day of school, students report to
me which book they read. I then place
them into literature circles, assigning
each student a specific role, and they
lead themselves in discussion for two
class periods. When discussion is complete, each literature circle must complete a Paper Slide Video project that
will be presented to the entire class.
We use the school’s iPad cart to complete the videos and upload them to
my classroom YouTube channel. The
combination of student-led discussion
and technology integration makes for
an immediately enriching classroom
experience and helps set the tone for
the entire year.
When considering book titles,
I think about many things. I first
consult students and hear what they
thought of their summer reading assignment. Two of this summer’s books
were highly recommended by students from last summer’s assignment.
Additionally, I choose texts that will
lend depth to our discussions of the
challenging issues in current national
and world discourse.
Upon examining the new Common
Core Standards, I felt it was important for students to engage texts that
were challenging and that nudged
them toward vital 21st-century
discussions. As the focus of the AP
English Language course is primarily rhetoric and argumentation, these
nonfiction titles not only correlate
with the Common Core’s suggested
use of seminal US documents, but
also engage students with an array of
nonfiction techniques and languagedriven strategies.
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Conclusion
I find it interesting, and more than
a little telling, that three of the four
teacher pieces mention pre-AP or AP
coursework as an influence on their
respective schools’ or districts’ summer reading initiatives. While scholars such as Krashen (2004) would
argue persuasively that free voluntary reading can benefit students
of all ability levels, these examples
seem to indicate that only advanced
students are asked (or, in the case of
Deer Creek High School, were asked)
to complete summer reading. It is
encouraging, though, that the teachers present a multitude of engaging
activities for students to participate
in as they read or after they complete their reading assignments. The
value of student self-selection is also
very important to these teachers, as
evidenced by Workun’s reliance on
student recommendations in compiling her summer reading lists and the
ways in which Lacy, UnsickerDurham, and Murray allow their
students the opportunity to choose
summer books of their own, in addition to books from a prepared list.
Unfortunately, as Stephenson
notes, summer reading programs
require faculty support to succeed, as
does any curricular program, and the
reading struggles he sees in his students could very well be attributed,
at least in part, to the lack of summer
reading those students are asked to
complete. If we want our students to
become lifelong readers after their
schooling is complete, then we need to
provide ample opportunities for them
to practice their reading skills, push
themselves to read longer and more
challenging works, and also learn
to select books that are enjoyable to
them. ●
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